
Broadway Handwritten Comments from Open House:  

Public Input Wall 

Describe Your Vision for Broadway  
- Make it pretty and inviting to walk or drive or bike (1) 
- Integrate old and new structures  
- Trees and varied hardscape  
- A destination and not a through way (restaurant, shops, and bars) 
- Being able to get there…and then back home (Ex: Hi Corbett & UofA). Also being able to 

get there for an early-start shift.  
- A sense of place is of utmost importance. No increased width! We do not need a dismal 

no-hum corridor for just cars. 
- Why not a Park-N-Ride to downtown/UofA/El Con to make the corridor a destination.  
- We must stop accommodating cars  
- We need to beautify Broadway to have it represent the beauty of Tucson as a gateway to 

downtown 
- 4 Lanes and Bike Lanes and sidewalks also lots of trees 
- Historic preservation (1) 
- Take more traffic that is now deviating to Country Club and 6th  
- Separated bike lanes (3 and a yes) 
- Sidewalks shaded by street trees. (2) Minimal median in anticipation of future center lane 

LRT (following 2009 PAG HCT Plan)  
- Buried utilities (trees instead) (2 and a yes)  
- To have Broadway not exceed current noise levels from the Davis Mothan AFB.  
- Trees and landscaping (5) 
- Historic preservation with local businesses providing services for your neighborhood –

Multimodal  
- Don’t widen Broadway build tunnel  
- Destination not a pass through  
- Vibrant Business District pedestrian and bike friendly connected to surveying and adjacent 

neighborhoods. An existing Downtown UA District, 4th Ave.  
- Pedestrian friendly, wide sidewalks, lots of trees 
- 12 Lane Highway! (Next to it says “ha good one”)  
- Too much asphalt will destroy scale and comfort 
- There are so many awesome and creative ways to satisfy the bond that do not include 

widening road bed. We could have an exciting and fantastic improvement to Broadway to 
make it a place not a thru-way. (Arrow pointing to this one) 

- 1. Preserves historic structures (priority written next to this) 
- 2. Does not go to the 150’ width  
- 3. Honest description of Open Meeting Law requirements 
- 4. No game-playing by the outside interests 



- Residents Businesses actually be started to 
- Destination not a route through  
- Flourishing businesses, etc.  
- A widen Broadway would not be pedestrian or bicycle friendly anyway. Put bus pull outs. 

Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well-lighted and crossings for a usable 
bike route.  

- Wider bike lanes 
- Shade trees/Structures on/Adj. to sidewalks 
- More bus pull outs  
- Put Broadway Blvd. on a road diet. Less cars more bikes 

 

Public Input Wall  

Describe your Vision for Broadway  
- Keep it the way it is but safer and more pedestrian friendly 
- Safe. Call boxes? 
- Make it a destination where people go to, shop, eat, congregate, stroll, etc. A vibrant 

urban place (walkable with arrow next to) 
- People move in a variety of ways-Not just by car to places not just to a through area. 

History and cool archeticture preserved businesses local are vibrant (bravo next to this 
comment) 

- Make plans to include the structure in the future (without increasing the street width) 
 


